Xr650l battery relocation

Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by Spud Rider , Mar 7, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Spud
Rider , Mar 7, Joined: Jun 15, Oddometer: 4, Location: Idaho. The Shorai battery weighs 4. I
prepared the seat pan by removing the lateral rib that extends in front of the air box, and
shaving the excess flashing from the vent holes. Then I removed all the contents from the
battery box, and freed the wiring harness from the battery box. I disconnected the CDI unit, and
pulled the fuses from the fuse box. After the battery box was empty, I removed it completely
from the motorcycle, shedding over 10 pounds of highly placed weight. Next, I loosened all the
wiring connected to the air box, and I disconnected all the plugs. I then pulled the wires leading
to the battery box under the frame, and cleared them from the top of the air box. This allowed
me to shove the main wiring harness down into the space in front of the air box. One of the
wiring boots is located on the right side of the fuel tank. I rerouted all the wires leading to this
wiring boot in front of the shock absorber. I also shoved the wiring boot coming from the right
side of the fuel tank down into the space in front of the air box. I then prepared a flat surface for
the Shorai battery by trimming the small, lateral wall on the top front of the air box. After
lengthening the wires leading from the tail light and turn signals, I routed these wires from the
left side of the bike, under the frame, into the area in front of the air box. I routed the wire from
the rear brake switch from the right side of the bike, under the frame, into the same area. After
placing the Shorai battery into position, I reconnected all the wires, and routed the CDI wire, the
starter relay, and the fuse box outside the frame, to the right, rear end of the air box. After
changing the position of the connectors on the starter relay, I mounted the starter relay, and the
fuse box, onto the top, rear of the air box, outside the frame. Finishing the job, I connected both
battery terminals, and reinstalled the fuses. The saddle reinstalls as easily as it did before. By
removing the battery box, I shaved a little over 10 pounds from my motorcycle. The Shorai
battery weighs 1. Spud I really like what you've done here, and I'm impressed at how thorough
your documentation is. I appreciate the fact that you didn't cut up the wiring harness to dispose
of the excess wiring. However, I have two questions that would concern me when I commence
to incorporate this attractive modification: 1 can the wires get to rubbing on the moving shock
absorber, perhaps even move around to get crunched in the coils of the spring, under
compression? And 2 is the battery perfectly happy to operate on its side? Thanks again, sir
Spud I think this will be a fantastic modification for me also, when the time is right. I will be
keeping an eye on your observations and of course contact you for up-to-date information
before delving in, whenever that may be. I would be reluctant to shorten the factory wiring
harness, simply because no matter how well I solder, heat shrink, and tape the splices and I do
it well; lots of experience , it still affects reliability as water can still ingress and do its nasty
deed. And I get mine wet sometimes. I would make sure that wiring is extra secure out of the
way of moving parts because I do some pretty rough trail riding with mine. Hauling ass over
rocks, jumping water bars, dropping off ledges - stuff like that will rearrage your innards in a
hurry! Yesterday I added a few more, finishing touches to my Shorai, battery relocation. I
temporarily added a piece of Romex wire to serve as a battery "strap. I also added a small piece
of "Shorai foam" to protect the bottom of the battery from the air box mount on the frame. I also
plan to add a 5mm sheet of "Shorai foam" to the top of the air box. This foam will reduce
abrasion, absorb shock, and further secure the Shorai battery to the top of the air box. Chad M ,
Mar 7, Joined: Jan 11, Oddometer: 1, Location: N Is the fit between the battery, airbox and seat
bottom tight enough that the battery doesn't move around? I would imagine a piece of velcro
between the battery and the airbox would stop it vibrating in place and minimize the chance of
any friction related problems the movement may cause. I still think a small sheet of velcro
would do double duty as insulator and retention. ADV Sponsors. Kawidad , Mar 7, Wattner , Mar
7, Nice, clean install!!!! I like saving ten pounds from up high and rearward Good job! Brtp4 ,
Mar 7, Is it really that much? Cumbacheech , Mar 7, Spud, Like I said before great job and
thanks for sharing. I was just wondering if there would be any issue by having the battery laying
on its back instead of standing up and down Have you looked into that? Cheers, Cumbacheech.
Ben99r1 , Mar 7, The other one You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by
Spud Rider , Mar 7, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. Chad M ,
Mar 7, Joined: Jan 11, Oddometer: 1, Location: N Spud Rider , Mar 7, Joined: Jun 15,
Oddometer: 4, Location: Idaho. Ben99r1 , Mar 8, Spud Rider , Mar 8, ADVQuest likes this. ADV
Sponsors. Spud Rider , Mar 9, Great thread. Good documentation, Thanks! TourPros , Mar 13,
Me likey likey. Spud Rider , Mar 13, Spud Rider , Mar 17, I'm pleased to report my Shorai battery
is working great; it cranks the engine hard, and my XRL starts easily. Several days ago I
installed an XRR, left side cover. I now consider my Shorai battery relocation to be complete.
Spud Rider , Mar 18, What in the heck has been walking all around in that field in the snow
behind the bike? Wattner , Mar 18, Spud Rider , Mar 19, Spud Rider , Mar 22, My Shorai battery

continues to work great; I am very pleased with it. Instead of lengthening the wires to the fuse
box, I would prefer to find a cap to cover the fuses, and leave the fuse box in its current
location. Can anyone recommend a suitable cover for the fuse box? The screw holes, and the
tabs on the fuse box look like convenient points to attach a cover; if all else fails, I can certainly
use zip ties to secure a cover to the fuse box. Perhaps Honda employs this fuse box, with a
cover, for another motorcycle? You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by
Spud Rider , Mar 7, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. Spud, I
think that's the wiser solution, capping, instead of introducing potential corrosion points to the
wiring. I would cap it to prevent splashing or dripping from getting in but able to let some air
across. Keep your eyes open and you'll spot something that'll work. The area in which you live
and ride reminds me of Canada! Cumbacheech , Mar 23, Spud Rider , Mar 23, Joined: Jun 15,
Oddometer: 4, Location: Idaho. Visigothic , Mar 24, Joined: Aug 13, Oddometer: Spud Rider ,
Mar 24, ADV Sponsors. Joined: Aug 25, Oddometer: 1, Location: That one place Nice writeup,
Maybe just die electric grease the fuses excessively and cover it with a balloon, or a bag
cinched down with a zip tie. The XR sideplate really looks so much better than that L sideplate,
and a 9lb savings is great Cumbacheech , Mar 25, BikePilot , Mar 25, Very nice work, what an
improvement! I'm sure the bike is noticeably lighter feeling with the weight reduced and
centralized It might be worth putting some sort of insulating stuff rubber, wire harness loom,
whatever around the frame near the positive terminal so that in the vent the battery twists in
there the pos term can't short against the frame. Spud Rider , Mar 25, Here's how I did Mike
Wattners battery relocation, pretty close to how Spud did his. I powder coated a piece of sheet
metal and cut the ridge off around the air inlet hole and then pop riveted the metal plate over the
inlet hole. I then placed some velcro on the plate and a piece to the back side of the battery and
stuck it in place, it's as solid as the rock of gibraltar with no movement, it's actualy hard to pull
off the bracket. I'm still going to place some foam and ti-straps around the battery cuz I know
how hard Wattner rides his bike. I also drilled some new holes in the air box for air since I
blocked the inlet. I left the plate back a tad so some air could still be pulled in around the
battery.. Bike Picture Here's some more. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Thumpers '
started by Spud Rider , Mar 7, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube
Video. This would require little or no modification of the top of the air box? I am not sure of the
seat mods at this time The Shorai is 58x89xmm. Anyone with ideas? I am going to do this
anyway My battery box will become my tool box. ID XR , Jan 22, Spud Rider , Jan 22, Joined:
Jun 15, Oddometer: 4, Location: Idaho. Spud Rider , Feb 12, MuscleGarunt , Feb 12, Joined: Nov
19, Oddometer: Location: Tip of the civilized world. Hey i am doing this right now. Right in the
middle of the project. Instead of using zip ties I used peel and stick industrial strength velcro. I
used to velcro to locate the cdi, fuse box and starter relay. I am now figuring the wiring. Thanks
for the inspiration Spud. I am thinking of drilling holes in the side panel for more airflow but not
sure just yet. Brtp4 , Feb 12, ADV Sponsors. MuscleGarunt , Feb 13, Spud Rider , Feb 13, Yeah I
mostly just like the look better but the 9 pounds in nice. The way the XR side plate just fits right
on and the hole is already there under the extension just add rivets makes me awful suspicious
that the XRl uses the XR air box and since the XR has no place for a battery the folks at Honda
just decided to throw it on the back so they could keep from redesigning the air box.
Unimaginative lazy design. I love the bike though. Spud Rider , Feb 14, MuscleGarunt , Feb 17,
Yes, the CDI would be cooled wouldn't it Joined: Jul 23, Oddometer: Location: Seattle-ish. Hey
Spud, Thanks for all of the hard work and assistance with the necessary parts to relocate the XL
battery. Today was the first day for months with mild temperatures and sunshine, so I got
cracking on my project. I ran out of time OK, sunshine--only have a Belfair garage, if you know
what I mean , so I couldn't finish. I do have pictures, and will post everything tomorrow when I
get done. I made it through most of the way, and I have some initial comments. There is a 20A
fuse in the starter relay?? The negative terminal cable is excessively long. Did you trim yours,
or wind it around something? I really like the CDI inside the air box. I know that others have
criticized this location, but the air cooling effect has got to be better for it than being pounded in
the battery cabinet, without air. I saw your yellow zip-tie, but I didn't want to drill a hole in the aft
side of the air box water, dust could get in. I drilled a hole in the top side instead. I really don't
like the fuse box and the starter relay hanging out between the right side of the air box and the
right side cover. The fuse box is just too close to the Supertrap. There has got to be a better
solution here. I do have the Honda Genuine Parts fuse box cover, but still. I know that you have
X, miles on this already, but don't you feel uncomfortable with these two parts?? I am extremely
happy to get rid of the battery box. As an added bonus, it is so much easier to access the seat
bolts without that silly box. Spud Rider , Mar 3, Hey Guys, No use in pretending--I simply

followed Spud Rider's advice, and performed the battery lobotomy today. The Shorai battery
folks are real good to include various thicknesses and sizes of foam; two pieces made for a
perfect bed for the battery. The wires in the larger boot seemed too exposed to me; just to be
sure I gave it a good coating of electrician's tape. I zip-tied the CDI in the air box intake, with a
hole in the top of the box. The negative terminal cable is far too long for this application. Again,
I took Spud Rider's advice, and simply wound it around itself, and then fed it under the frame. I
don't remember whose idea it was, but I will have to increase the airflow into the air box by
opening some holes on the side. Finally, I left the fuse box in the dead space between the frame
and the starboard side cover. I tried and tried, but could not make the starter relay fit in this
space, so she went inside the house. The battery fits quite nicely in this space, atop the air box.
I don't think that I will need any type of tie down device. My only concerns now is the airflow
into the air box, and future wiring needs access is not very good. Thank you all for the previous
work--you saved me a lot of trouble. Spud Rider , Mar 4, I still don't know how the heck air is
getting into your airboxes with the batt there, airflow from the front is the main path once you
put the seat on. Obviously, though, it's working. I drilled some holes in the side frames and the
front web on the bottom of the seat and picked up a small amount of top-end. You must log in or
sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your
password? Just found us? Wondering what this motorcycle adventure travel gig is all about?
You've come to the right place! We peddle dreams, the achievable kind, creating an addiction to
overland travel. It all starts here Dreaming of a motorcycle trip to distant climes? This section
will help you to plan your trip, whether it's to the next state, country or all the way around the
world! Start here! The Achievable Dream 5-part series - the definitive guide on DVD for planning
your motorcycle adventure. Get Ready! Also available for download on Vimeo! You could just
get on a plane with your credit card and passport and buy or rent everything you need when
you get there. That includes the bike, riding gear, etc. But if you do want to take a bike and all
your stuff with you, start here: Choosing and outfitting the bike. Gear Up! Which bike is right for
me? How do I prepare the bike? What do I need - riding gear, clothing, camping gear, first aid
kit, tires, maps, GPS? What don't I need? How do I pack it all? So you've done it - got inspired,
planned your trip, packed your stuff and you're on the road! This section is about staying
healthy, happy and secure on your motorcycle adventure. And crossing borders, war zones or
oceans! On the Road! Tire Changing! This section will help you to stay connected to your
friends and loved ones, and make new friends along the way! With an HU blog, you'll get a lot
more readers than in some obscure corner of the web, it's all set to go, no setup required, and
it's free! Start your blog here! People who want to meet travellers - yes that's YOU - and can
provide local assistance, and may be your new best friends! Ladies on the Loose! For the first
time ever, a motorcycle travel DVD made for women, by women! These intrepid women share
their tips to help you plan your own motorcycle adventure. They also answer the women-only
questions, and entertain you with amazing tales from the road! Meet people who don't think
you're crazy for wanting to ride your bike to South America or across Asia! They will encourage
you, share their experiences and advice on how to do it! To get a sense of what goes on, watch
the meetings trailer here! Submit your amazing photos of your trip and win fabulous prizes!
We're not a big multi-national company, just two people who love motorcycle travel and have
grown a hobby into a full time job and a labour of love. When you decide to become a Member,
it helps directly support the site. Of course, you get our sincere thanks, good karma and
knowing you're helping to keep the motorcycle travel dream alive. T-shirts Cotton or synth
sweat-wicking t-shirts with the Horizons Unlimited logo on the front and a snappy slogan
changing every year on the back. Calendars Featuring the 13 winning photos from the Horizons
Unlimited annual motorcycle travel photo contest! World Map Sticker for Panniers Show your
route on your panniers. Great conversation starter when you meet people on the road! Travel
Books Motorcycle and travel books to inspire and inform you! Achievable Dream The definitive
guide to planning your motorcycle adventure! This insanely ambitious 2-year project has
produced an informative and entertaining 5-part, 18 hour DVD series. Road Heroes - "Inspiring
and hilarious! New to motorcycle travelling? New to the HU site? Too many options? It's really
very simple - just 4 easy steps! What turns you on to motorcycle travel? Meet some of your
fellow travellers! See the trailer! Advertisers - Horizons Unlimited is well-established as the first
source of reliable, unbiased information on all aspects of motorcycle travel. We reach a
dedicated, worldwide group of real travellers, and are the only website focusing exclusively on
long distance motorcycle travellers. If you sell motorcycles or motorcycle accessories, riding
gear, camping equipment and clothing, transport motorcycles, organize motorcycle tours, or
have motorcycles to rent, you should be advertising with us! Become an HU Member and
Supporter! Help keep your favorite website going and get additional HUBB privileges! Already
have an account? Become a Contributing Member here. There's a ton of info there that can help

you get more out of the HUBB, like how to get an email notification when someone has
answered YOUR question, or how to follow a thread of interest. It's also helpful to all to put your
location in your profile , so when you ask a question that's geographically dependent, people
know where you are and can give a MUCH better answer. Have YOU ever wondered who has
ridden around the world? We did too - and now here's the list of Circumnavigators! Check it out
now , and add your information if we didn't find you. ALL Dates subject to change. Add yourself
to the Updates List for each event! Questions about an event? Ask here. Led by special
operations veterans, Stanford Medicine affiliated physicians, paramedics and other travel
experts, Ripcord is perfect for adventure seekers, climbers, skiers, sports enthusiasts, hunters,
international travelers , humanitarian efforts, expeditions and more. Ripcord travel protection is
now available for ALL nationalities, and travel is covered on motorcycles of all sizes! The web
site, The travels, The insight, The inspiration, Everything, just thanks. We found the HU site
invaluable as an aid to planning and have based a lot of our purchases bikes, riding gear, etc.
Get them NOW from the authors' website and Amazon. Horizons Unlimited is not a big
multi-national company, just two people who love motorcycle travel and have grown what
started as a hobby in into a full time job usually hours per day and 7 days a week and a labour
of love. To keep it going and a roof over our heads, we run events all over the world with the
help of volunteers; we sell inspirational and informative DVDs ; we have a few selected
advertisers ; and we make a small amount from memberships. What you get for your
membership contribution is our sincere gratitude, good karma and knowing that you're helping
to keep the motorcycle travel dream alive. Why a Bike? Build your own panniers Equipment
Which Bike? Shipping parts. Travel Advisories News that may affect your plans. Security tips
and questions. Staying Healthy on the Road Medical info, e. Trip Transport - Shipping the bike
and yourself. Recommended sleeping and eating. Recommended repair shops in all the best
places. Travel Hints and Tips. Blog on HU! Communications Improve your communications with
your companion, or with friends and family. Travellers seeking Travellers Meet up with other
travellers on the road, or find someone to travel with to the ends of the earth! Always open for
casual conversation! Women's Topics Open to all! Questions that don't fit anywhere else Make
a Difference Tips on fundraising or donating time and energy to a cause. After the big trip - Was
the trip the best - or worst - thing you ever did? Helpful People Motorcycle Clubs, Events. Why
come? Locations Discussions Tell your story! Tell your story! Host a meeting! Photo Contest!
DVD Free Newsletter! Support Horizons Unlimited. Already have an HU account? Become a
Contributing or Gold Member here! New to HU? Tips: New to the Forum? Or maybe haven't
checked out the FAQ? I have made just about every usual modification to my XRL and have
always been delighted with the bike as an overlander. I also do a few Enduros on her which
always requires some serious weight loss! The one area which has always bugged me has been
the position of the battery. I am now thinking of trying to fit it under the seat, where it should be
and wondered if anyone has had any experience of chopping up the air box! Share Share this
post on Digg Del. I also considered it, but ended up deciding that the current setup isn't so bad.
It's not very vulnerable and most of your loom, fuses etc are together in a nice waterproof box. I
was going to chop out the foam from under the back of the seat to move mine and fit a small
sealed battery and a fuse box. In the end it was a lot of hassle for possibly a kilo of weight
saving. The wheel can already thump the underside of the fender on full compression anyway didn't smash my electrics on a particularly "gnarly" jump, dude. You're much better to remove
the stock headlight unit for a kilo of high weight reduction. Or have you already done that? I
would be circumspect about chopping the airbox too much - to have a bike breathing around a
battery, when the side panel and the seat lower is the only dirt seal anyway seems to be asking
for trouble How is the Pig in enduros then? I can't wait to race mine, assuming it makes it back
from Africa and the Middle East Thanks for the advice. You are probably right about it being too
much trouble but I imported this bike from Australia with my heart not my head! I have done all
the usual weight saving with headlight, handlebars etc. Also makes her a little slimmer in the
tight stuff. I think all the other enduro riders think I am nuts. Especially when I did one of the
events with the Acerbis tank on! I now use a tank from a XR which is better. The Domi air box
might fit with a few modifications. Thanks, Tim When the Quote:. Hope people find it useful and
Keith doesn;t mind. Still not sure of the point though I ride this bike everywhere. To work every
day and hit the dirt as well. I am not a real fan of deep river crossing so my guess is this is a bad
idea if you are into that. I ride in the rain all the time. No problems. I have been on 14 hr long fire
road trips, no problem in the dust. I rode for 2 solid days on dusty roads one weekend. When I
got home I just washed the filter and it was as good as new. I have been riding with t
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his set up for 3 years now. No problem. I just washed the filter again last night and oiled it.
Looks pretty good. Ok here we go again. I posted similar photos on this group a few years ago.
Here they are again. See all images by clicking on the links below. Thread Tools. BB code is On.
Smilies are On. Trackbacks are On. Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are On. Forum Rules. Help
support your favorite website! Ask here See all event details. What others say about HU Three
great travel books by Graham Field! New to Horizons Unlimited? Membership - help keep us
going! The time now is All Rights Reserved. Facebook Twitter Instagram. Add Thread to del.
XRL Battery relocation. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. XRL Battery relocation I
have made just about every usual modification to my XRL and have always been delighted with
the bike as an overlander. Tim Share Share this post on Digg Del. Posting Rules. LinkBack URL.
About LinkBacks. Digg this Thread! Tweet this thread. Share on Facebook.

